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You’ll see it reflected in our...

 • Exceptional luxury
 • Meticulous craftsmanship
 • Superior appointmnts
 • Understted elegance
 • Extraordinary personal service

While every home we build is as beautiful as it is luxurious,
our clients know that a Zugelter custom home is superior in 
more than just appearance. 

THERE’S MORE TO LOVE ABOUT A 
ZUGELTER CUSTOM HOME.

Imagine your pride in owning one.
Since 1984, those who expect the best have found it in a 
Zugelter Construction custom home. Today the second 
generation of Zugelters are continuing that ttadition by 
raising the bar on custom home consttuction.

The Zugelter team of seasoned professionals has come 
up through the ranks in their special areas of expertise. 
Each one is experienced in meeting the stringent demands 
of custom-home building. And each one shares the “Old 
School” belief that pride in quality is key. 

Our sub-contractors and supplies know that Zugelter never 
compromises – on service, on materials, or on the level of 
excellence we deliver.

OLD SCHOOL EXCELLENCE

SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE

Backed by sixteen years of expertise in Caibbean-style 
construction,we are specialists in building homes designed 
to weather storms, humidity, and other tropical climate 
challenges.

Every Zugelter home is built beyond code requirements – in 
our nailing patterns, roofing specs and more – to bring you 
a home as sound and durable as it is beautiful.

BEYOND-CODE CONSTRUCTION

We’ve built our reputation for excellence on 
delivering exceptional quality, client       

goodwill, and a track-record of success 
spanning two generations of Zugelter expertise. 

IMAGINE THE ZUGELTER HOME 
WE CAN BUILD FOR YOU!

SUPERB CRAFSMANSHIP

Because we believe in teamwork, Zugelter takes pride in 
bringing together the most qualified creative experts – from 
architects to interior designers. We work equally well with 
your own choice of professionals. Together we take the stress 
out of decision-making to assure a smooth transition every 
step of the way.

Zugelter takes personal service personally. That means every 
client has direct access to our supervisory team – without 
pushing through layers of staff and management. It means 
prompt response time in attending to your questions and 
on-going communication updating your home’s progress.
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COMFORTABLE COLLABORATION

UNPARALLELED PERSONAL SERVICE

A Zugelter custom home is a reflection of your taste, your 
style, your personality. It’s translated through precision 
craftsmanship, meticulous attention to every detail, and 
innovative personal touches that make your home uniquely 
special.


